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25 years on – have we learned the real lessons from Clapham?

IRSE seminar 5th December 2013

Are we concentrating on the real issues?
Mark Turner
Inspector, RAIB
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Outline of a WSF

 Immediate cause
 Temporary wiring had not been recovered
 A false feed incorrectly allowed a signal to clear

 Factors
 The temporary wiring was not recognised as such

 The importance of a wire count was not recognised
 Informal working practices had evolved among project staff

 The staff were all experienced
 Key staff were carrying out more than one activity and were 

distracted
 Some personnel had been working excessive hours
 The testing was signed-off without having carried out the checks 

required
 Relevant drawings were scattered in different locations
 Roles and responsibilities were not clearly defined
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This incident occurred in 
February 2013

(Re-commissioning of a CCTV level crossing)

Outline of a WSF
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A couple of questions

 What has changed since Clapham?
 Could a similar accident happen today?

© Museum of London
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Industry changes since Clapham (1)

 Privatisation
 With the attendant commercial need to attribute liability and 

performance penalties when things go wrong 
 The increased focus on ‘human factors’ 

 Fatigue 
 Distinguishing between various types of human error

 Some of these result from a desire to get the job done 
 The introduction of formal competence management 

 IRSE licensing – which paved the way for other disciplines 
 How effective is the application of competence management?

 Practical supervision is vital to confirm attitude and approach – it’s not 
just about knowledge

 How do we find the right balance between the number of detailed 
procedures and a focus on the underpinning principles?
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Industry changes since Clapham (2)

 Prescription has been superseded by risk assessment 
 Limits on working hours came in and have since become non-

prescriptive ‘risk-based’ 
 The safety case regime came and went – superseded by self-

certification under ROGS
 This is a more decentralised approach to safety assurance

 The industry is more aware of the importance of:
 underlying rather than direct causes of incidents
 safety culture

 defined by the HSC in 1993 as “the product of individual and group 
values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies, and patterns of behaviour 
that determine commitment to, and the style and proficiency of, an 
organisation’s health and safety management”

So what can we learn from recent incidents … ?
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Data errors (1)

 Milton Keynes 2008
 Green aspect displayed despite a train in section beyond

 This followed modification of existing SSI cross-boundary 
data
 The implications of the modification were not understood by the 

designer
 The data error was not identified during testing
 The industry’s investigation found that:

 the occupation status of relevant axle counter sections was not 
included in the aspect control data for the signal

 the design checking and data testing processes had both failed to 
identify this omission
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Data errors (2)

 Stockley Bridge Junction 2013
 Unsolicited movement of points within a locked route

 This followed modification of existing SSI cross-boundary 
data
 The implications of the modification were not understood by the 

designer
 The data error was not identified during testing
 The industry’s investigation has yet to be completed, 

however a technical report found that:
 the data error would not have been found using standard testing 

methods
 there was ambiguity in the SSI data applications guide
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Installation errors (1)

 Greenhill Upper Junction 2009
 Points were incorrectly detected when a point machine at a switch 

diamond (‘C’ end) was inadvertently left in manual mode during 
installation of a new point machine (‘A’ end)

 This resulted in the points being trailed through at 64 mph by a 
passenger train

 Extra wiring had been incorrectly included in a previously-
installed point machine (‘B’ end)
 This bypassed the detection circuits

 The RAIB’s investigation found that:
 The extra wiring was not detected because there was no formal 

procedure in place to carry out wire counting
 The site testing under SMTH was not carried out correctly
 The indications on the signaller’s panel were not correctly 

responded to during the out-of-correspondence testing
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Installation errors (2)

 Signal irregularity resulting from signal upgrade works
 Points incorrectly set
 Resulting in an unauthorised wrong-direction move

 This followed installation of additional wiring
 The changes should not have altered the function or logic of the 

signalling, despite involving commissioned signal circuits
 Consequently the work was regarded as ‘installation’ rather than 

‘testing and commissioning’
 The investigation found that:

 A bought-in component should have been modified to remove a 
sliding link
 It was unclear whether this had previously been done by the stores or 

installation teams
 The installers involved had been given insufficient design information to 

realise the sliding link should have been removed
 The installation team did not consider that their work affected the 

commissioned signalling system; as such no requirement for testing 
was identified
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Unexpected errors (1)

 Lindridge Farm UWC
 There was an error in the scheme plan which was not detected

 This led to three UWCs being shown in the wrong place, relative to 
a track circuit boundary on the signaller’s display

 The signaller gave a crossing user permission to cross before the 
train had passed the crossing
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Unexpected errors (2)

 MSL footpath crossing
 The interaction of the signalling system and ARS extended the 

crossing closure time for trains stopping at the nearby station
 Extended crossing closure times may have encouraged misuse

 When the ARS called the route over the crossing, it bypassed a 75 
second delay in crossing closure for stopping trains

 In the mid-1990s there was no standard way of designing SSI data 
for MSL crossings
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Conclusions

 There have been many changes in the railway industry 
since Clapham, including formal processes for
 Safety assurance
 Competence management

 However, there are still risks from
 Installation errors
 High-level errors in signallers’ displays

 Computer-based systems have introduced the potential for 
hard-to-detect errors in
 Cross-boundary interlocking data
 Systems regarded as non-vital, such as ARS

 Formal processes cannot prevent mistakes from being 
made – particularly at interfaces


